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AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLLERS• GUILD (INOlA)

Circular
17.05.2016

Performance of normal duties on clear off -reg.

Subject :

Dear Friends,
Central Executive Council is in receipt of resolutions adopted in the General Body Meetings
at various Regional I Branch Councils. The instructions contained in the letter of ED (ATM)
vide AAI IATM IHRDI29-24212016, dated 06.04.2016 has triggered reactions everywhere.
We are equally concerned and immediately after issuance the letter, we have lodged our
severest protest to concern authorities like Member (ANS) and ED (ATM). Always we have
got assurances from them that this issue will be reviewed and necessary corrective action
will be taken to undo the unintentional damage.
In certain circumstances, it has been perceived that CEC is silent on this issue. To speak the
truth, we are handling this issue little tactfully because of obvious reasons. Those who are
associated with the activities leading to five shift roster are fully aware that impetuous action
may create problem because we do not intend to shift the activities from ATM domain to HR
domain.

Those who do not have much knowledge or have superficial knowledge shall not

presume certain things which will be counterproductive to our interest. We are committed
to this job and are in the process of taking concerned authorities on board to undo the
damages caused through the issuance of this letter.
At this critical juncture, when we are fighting many big issues outside ATM Directorate, we
need to remain united to thwart the evil intentions of AAI Management especially HR
Directorate. We exhort all members to remain cool with an assurance that some positive
result will come on all issues including withdrawal of the instructions regarding normal
duties on clear off days very soon.
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(O.K. Behe

(Manoj Sinha)
General Secretary
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